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Abstract

Various semantics for logic programs with negation are described in terms of a dualized program

together with additional axioms, some of which are second order formulas. A new axiom to represent

\common sense" reasoning is proposed for logic programs. It is shown that the well-founded semantics

and stable models are de�nable with this axiom.

1 Introduction

Although the semantics of Horn logic programs is standard, as given in the seminal work of van Emden and

Kowalski [VEK76], there is presently no universally accepted semantics for logic programs with negation.

The purposes of this paper are to describe various existing proposals using a common framework of classical

(two-valued) logic, to thereby more clearly delineate their di�erences, and to introduce a new form of

circumscription for logic programs and show its relationship to the recently proposed semantics based on

stable models and well-founded models. We shall discuss and compare the earlier semantics proposed by Clark

[Cla78], Fitting [Fit85], and Kunen [Kun87], as well as the more recent ones identi�ed with stable models

[GL88] and well-founded models [VGRS90]. We avoid the use of procedural de�nitions and nonstandard

logics, but in some cases use second order formulas.

It has long been accepted that a logic program, particularly one with negative subgoals, carries a

certain amount of implicit information. Clark was the �rst to formalize a method to make this implicit

content explicit, by de�ning a completed logic program to be associated with the original [Cla78]. Reiter's

closed world assumption is somewhat related [Rei78]. Independently, McCarthy proposed the concept of

circumscription to capture the implicit \common sense" element in any �rst order sentence (not necessarily

a logic program) that was intended roughly as a \knowledge about the world" [McC80]. Whereas Clark

remained (mostly) within a �rst order framework, McCarthy used a second order formula. To a large extent,

subsequent research has re�ned one of these fundamental approaches in an attempt to cure various perceived

problems in circumscription [Lif85, Lif88, Lif86, KP88b, Kri88] or program completion [She85, Fit85, Kun87,

Llo87, She88, Kun88]. Strati�ed semantics [ABW88, VG89b] and its generalizations, stable models [GL88],

and well-founded semantics [VGRS90], constitute a vein that has seen considerable recent activity [Prz88,

Cho88, Kol90, Prz89, Ros89, Sch88, VG89a, PP90, SZ90, Ros90, Sch90, YY90].

The study of logic programs without function symbols, usually with models required to be �nite, has also

seen much recent activity [CH85, GS86, Imm86, AV88, KP88a, CGKV88, Lei89, Kol90]. Such programs are
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often called deductive databases. This paper is not closely related to these studies, as in�nite models are

permitted.

We propose a new second order axiom that formalizes \common sense" di�erently (Section 5). Rather

than minimality, it addresses lack of support. One form of this axiom leads to stable models; another leads

to well-founded models. However, obtaining either stable or well-founded models, as presented in previous

literature, may require an additional axiom to force the domain of interpretation to be (an isomorphic copy

of) the Herbrand universe. An intriguing open question is what kind of semantics result when this domain

closure axiom is dropped.

2 Preliminaries and Terminology

We assume familiarity with the common terminology of logic programming, but review some speci�cs, and

describe our notation and basic de�nitions.

A Horn logic program may be thought of as a �nite set of rules, exactly one for each predicate symbol,

in the form:

qi(~x) Bi(~x) i = 1; : : : ; n

where ~x is a vector of distinct variables, qi(~x), called the head of the rule, is an atomic formula, and Bi(~x),

called the body of the rule, is a positive, existential, formula of �rst order logic with equality. That is,

the rule body is built from atomic formulas (atoms) connected by \and", \or", and existential quanti�ers.

The backwards implication symbol \ " is conveniently read as \if". The propositional constants true and

false may also be used for rule bodies. The reason for this slightly unorthodox description will soon become

evident.

There are several natural ways to extend the Horn rule format to introduce nonmonotonicity. We are

primarily concerned with the extension to normal logic programs, in the terminology of Lloyd [Llo87]. This

extension permits rule bodies to be built from positive and negative literals (where Horn rules are limited to

atoms, or positive literals), connected by \and", \or", and existential quanti�ers; essentially, only universal

quanti�ers are absent. A closely related extension, general logic programs, permits rule bodies to be any

�rst order formula. (Lloyd and Topor used the terms \generalized clause" and \extended clause" where we

use \normal" and \general" [LT84].) A quite di�erent road is taken with disjunctive logic programs, which

permit the head of a rule to be a disjunction of atoms [Min82].

Some additional notational conventions: generic formulas are denoted by A, B, C, while ground (variable-

free) terms are written a, b, c; generic terms are s, t, u; variables are v; : : : ; z. In examples, any lowercase

letter may represent a predicate or a function symbol, when the syntax dictates this meaning; generic

program predicates are denoted with q, p, and e. Predicate variables of second order formulas are written

using uppercase letters R, : : :, Z. The notation ~q is discussed in the next section.

To streamline notation when no confusion will arise, we may drop subscripts and omit arrows over vectors.

For example, the generic program rule may be abbreviated to

q(x) B(x)

By doing so we do not intend to limit the discussion to programs with a single unary predicate. Similarly,

R and ~R normally denote vectors of predicate variables, with each Ri and ~Ri corresponding to qi in arity.

The \pair" (R; ~R) is really a 2n-vector.
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The notation B[q=R; ~q= ~R](x) means the formula B(x) with each qi atom replaced by the corresponding

Ri atom, and each ~qi atom replaced by the corresponding ~Ri atom. In addition, in second order formulas we

will use set operations like R � B as shorthand for 8x[R(x)! B(x)], which in turn is really an abbreviation

for
n

^
i=1
8~xi[Ri(~xi)! Bi(~xi)]

3 Dualized Programs

Clark introduced the idea of replacing an \if" rule by its \if and only if" counterpart. We introduce dualized

rules and programs to achieve a somewhat weaker e�ect. The dualized program serves as a common point

of departure for various semantics.

The �rst step of dualization is replace each negative literal :q(t) in the rule body by ~q(t); :(t = u) is

replaced by t 6= u. Since ~q and 6= are regarded as new predicate symbols, this actually removes all negation

from the program. We call q and = positive predicates and call ~q and 6= tilde predicates. The rules that

result, denoted as a set by P, are called the positive rules.

De�nition 3.1: For any formula A in which negation is absent, the dual of A, denoted by ~A, is de�ned

inductively:

1. Atoms q(t) and ~q(t) are duals; (t = u) and (t 6= u) are duals; true and false are duals.

2. The dual of (A ^ B) is ( ~A _ ~B); the dual of (A _B) is ( ~A ^ ~B).

3. The dual of 9xA(x) is 8x ~A(x); the dual of 8xA(x) is 9x ~A(x).

The de�nition extends to all formulas by �rst pushing negations down to the atoms, then replacing :q by ~q,

and �nally applying the above de�nition to construct the dual.

The tilde rule corresponding to positive rule q(x) B(x) is ~q(x) ~B(x), where ~B(x) is the dual formula

of B(x). The set of tilde rules corresponding to P is denoted ~P.

The tilde rule ~q(x)  ~B(x) can be thought of as the \only if" version of q(x)  B(x). The initial form

of the \only if" rule is q(x)! B(x). However, its contrapositive form is :q(x)  :B(x), which leads to the

tilde rule by pushing down negations in the rule body and replacing negative literals by tilde atoms.

Due to the introduction of universal quanti�ers, it is important to rule out models in which syntactically

di�erent terms collapse to the same interpreted object. The standard way to do this is to append the Clark

Equality Theory (CET), which forces syntactically di�erent variable-free terms to be interpreted as di�erent

objects [Cla78, AVE82, Kun87, Llo87]. This is an in�nite recursive set of �rst order sentences, often called

the equality freeness axioms, that depend on the program. Among other things they force functions to be

1-1 with disjoint ranges (f(x) 6= g(y)); constants are 0-ary functions, so a 6= f(x) as well. They also prevent

any term being equal to a proper subterm of itself.

De�nition 3.2: The dualized program associated with a given logic program consists of the positive and

tilde rules, together with the CET axioms: (P; ~P;CET).
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Example 3.1: The original rules are:

p(x) e(x) ^ 9y d(x; y)

d(x; y) :(x = y)

e(x) (x = a)

Intuitively, d intends to express the property that x and y are distinct. The dualized program is:

p(x) e(x) ^ 9y d(x; y)

d(x; y) (x 6= y)

e(x) (x = a)

~p(x) ~e(x) _ 8y ~d(x; y)

~d(x; y) (x = y)

~e(x) (x 6= a)

If the dualized program is interpreted in a universe of one element, then ~p(a) must be true; whereas if it

is interpreted in a larger universe, then p(a) must be true. Note that neither p(a) nor ~p(a) is a logical

consequence of the dualized program. This program is discussed further in later examples.

Although all rule bodies are positive formulas in the dualized program, it is not generally a Horn program

(aside from CET) due to the presence of universal quanti�cation. However, it is an inductive system as

studied by Moschovakis [Mos74]. The familiar \immediate consequence" operator

�(R; ~R)(x) = B[q=R; ~q= ~R](x)

associated with the dualized program is monotonic and has a least �xpoint in any structure.

4 Program Completion Semantics

From the dualized program we can re-establish the connection between duals and negation with the aid of

two additional �rst order axioms.

De�nition 4.1: The disjointness axiom is

disjoint def
= :9x [q(x) ^ ~q(x)] � (q \ ~q = ;)

The totality axiom is

total def
= 8x [q(x) _ ~q(x)]

We remind the reader the axioms are presented in abbreviated form for programs with several predicates;

the unabbreviated forms would have the appropriate conjunctions and subscripts.

Clark proposed a semantics based on the completed program, which in our notation takes the form:

comp(P) def
= (P; ~P;CET; disjoint ; total)

Sentences that are logical consequences of the completed program are regarded as true. For query-answering

purposes, associate ~q with :q.
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One problem with the completed program is that it might be inconsistent. While the examples of this

phenomenon, such as p  :p, might appear silly as programs, inconsistency can arise in quite reasonable

programs. For this single rule, the dualized rules are p  ~p and ~p  p, which cannot satisfy total and

disjoint .

However, it is clear that the disjointness axiom can cause inconsistency only in conjunction with the

totality axiom. Fitting and Kunen considered variations of program completion that essentially discarded

the totality axiom, although their work was presented in terms of three-valued logic. With the totality axiom

gone, a little study shows that the disjointness axiom does not constrain the logical consequences, so it too

may be ignored, and we are back to the dualized program (P; ~P;CET). There are two important di�erences

between the Fitting and Kunen semantics, one of which is quite subtle.

The Fitting semantics essentially limits the domain of interpretation to the Herbrand universe; it speci�es

that the true facts are precisely those in the least �xpoint of �, the immediate consequence operator, on that

universe. We now describe this semantics in terms of logical consequences of a second order formula.

Membership in the Herbrand universe can be de�ned inductively. For each �nite set of function symbols

(with constants treated as 0-ary functions) there is a rule h(x)  Bh(x) whose least �xpoint de�nes the

Herbrand universe. The construction of Bh depends on the set of symbols, but is purely mechanical. For

example, if the program has just a constant a and binary function f ,

Bh(x)
def
= (x = a) _ 9yz [(x = f(y; z)) ^ h(y) ^ h(z)]

As is well-known, the inductive closure of this rule has no �rst order expression, but is expressed by the

second order formula

(h(x) $ Bh(x)) ^ 8R [(Bh[h=R] � R)! h � R]

The second order part of the formula constrains h to be the least �xpoint of (the operator de�ned by) Bh.

This leads to a domain closure axiom, which e�ectively restricts attention to Herbrand models.

De�nition 4.2: With Bh as de�ned above, the domain closure axiom is:

dca def
= 8x [Bh[h=true](x)] ^ 8R [(Bh[h=R] � R)! 8yR(y)]

It follows that the Fitting semantics can be de�ned as the logical consequences of the dualized program

conjoined the above domain closure axiom: (P; ~P;CET; dca).

The well-recognized di�erence between the Fitting and Kunen semantics is that Fitting uses �1, the

least �xpoint, whereas Kunen uses �!. There is another subtle di�erence: Kunen requires the logic program

to be expressed in a language with a countably in�nite set of function symbols of each arity. This has the

e�ect of preventing the de�nition of domain closure! The next example shows that the Fitting and Kunen

semantics are actually incomparable; neither is contained in the other.

Example 4.1: Recall the program and dualized program of Example 3.1. The atom ~p(a) is true in all

Herbrand models, hence is true in the Fitting semantics. However, p(a) is true in all models on in�nite

universes, hence is true in Kunen semantics.
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It is not always clear whether requiring the program to be interpreted in a universe with in�nitely many

\unknown" objects agrees with the user's intentions. This question, called the universal query problem, is

discussed by Przymusinska and Przymusinski [PP90]. In the context of normal software, it seems clear that

the domain closure axiom has no place, and the existence of many unknown objects should be assumed.

We want procedures to be as independent as possible of their environments; certainly, we do not want their

behavior to change when unrelated procedures, containing new symbols, are added to the system.

A simple way to incorporate \unknown" objects is to form the augmented program [VGRS90]:

De�nition 4.3: Given a dualized program, the associated augmented program is obtained by adding the

rule:

aug def
= p$(f$(a$)) p$(f$(a$))

to the program, where p$, f$, and a$, are new symbols (p$ is considered neither a positive nor a tilde

predicate). CET axioms are extended to include the new symbols. If domain closure (De�nition 4.2) is to

be used, the augmented program is formed before forming dca .

It appears that the following is true, but no proof has been o�ered:

Conjecture 4.1: An atom in the Herbrand base of the dualized program is true in the Kunen semantics if

and only if it is a logical consequence of the augmented program.

None of the program completion semantics capture the complement of an inductive closure in a natural

way. The well worn example is the complement of transitive closure on a �nite directed graph [VG89b,

Kun88, VGRS90]. This fact is perhaps the primary motivation for exploring other semantics. We examine

some recent proposals in the next section.

5 A \Common Sense" Axiom

McCarthy observed that in everyday \common sense" reasoning, people treated a statement as false if there

was no foundation for believing it to be true [McC80]. Thus from the rule \healthy birds can y, except

penguins" and the fact \Tweety is a healthy bird", the common sense conclusion is that Tweety can y,

because there is no reason to believe that Tweety is a penguin. He formalized this practice by adding an

axiom requiring models to be minimal with respect to certain predicates.

For logic programs, we propose a di�erent axiom, one that goes more directly to the point that there

is \no reason to believe" something. Informally, a set of facts that we have \no reason to believe" are true

are called unsupported. We intend to accept models only if all sets of unsupported facts about the original

predicates of the program have dual facts that are true in the model. That is, if p(a) is in an unsupported

set, then ~p(a) must be in the model. This is very close to the concept of unfounded set [VGRS90], but not

identical. We now proceed with the formal de�nitions.

De�nition 5.1: Let P be a given logic program with generic rule q(x) B(x). The unsupported set axiom

for U with respect to S and ~S is:

unsup(U; S; ~S) def
= U � ~B[q=S; ~q=( ~S [ U))]

In words, if we currently believe (S; ~S) and add U to the tilde relations, then all of U is rederivable as

immediate tilde consequences.
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Unfounded sets were de�ned as part of the well-founded semantics [VGRS90]. They are de�ned within

the Herbrand universe. The de�nition is given here in terms of the dualized program. The cited paper should

be consulted for additional details and motivation. The relationship to unsupported sets is illustrated in the

lemma that follows the de�nitions.

De�nition 5.2: Without loss of generality, we assume that each rule body is in the form

Bi(x)
def
= _

j
9yj ^

k
Ljk(x; yj)

where the Ljk are atoms. A vector of relations Ui, 1 � i � n, is an unfounded set with respect to (S; ~S) if

for each ground Herbrand rule instantiation

Bi(a) = _
j
^
k
Ljk(a; bj)

such that a 2 Ui, for each disjunct j there is a so-called witness of unusability for some Ljk(a; bj) with one

of these properties:

1. If Ljk(a; bj) = qm(c), a positive atom, then ~qm(c) 2 ~S is a witness of unusability; similarly, if

Ljk(a; bj) = ~qm(c), a tilde atom, then qm(c) 2 S is a witness of unusability.

2. If Ljk(a; bj) = qm(c), a positive atom, then c 2 Um is a witness of unusability.

In words, for rule body Bi(a) to be true (interpreted in the Herbrand universe), it would be necessary that

some pair of atoms (qm(c); ~qm(c)) be true (condition 1), or that some atom of U be true (condition 2).

The mapping ~U(S; ~S) is de�ned by

~U(S; ~S) def
= f~qi(a) j a 2 Ui such that

U is unfounded w.r.t. (S; ~S)g

Note that this maps a pair of vectors of relations into a vector of tilde relations.

The well-founded transformation W(S; ~S) combines the positive immediate consequences with ~U:

W(S; ~S) def
= (B[q=S; ~q= ~S]; ~U(S; ~S))

and its least �xpoint gives the well-founded dualized model [VGRS90].

Observe that, if U is unfounded w.r.t. (S; ~S), then no element of U can be the �rst element of U to be

derived in a positive relation as long as the positive and tilde relations that represent the current \set of

beliefs" remain disjoint and are supersets of (S; ~S). Furthermore, this remains true even after the tuples of

U are added to the tilde relations. In this sense, it is \safe" to put U 's tuples in the tilde relations.

What is called the \well-founded partial model" in the original nomenclature is called the \well-founded

dualized model" here because it is actually a model of the dualized program, but may not satisfy the totality

axiom, total . One theorem we shall use is that stable models are precisely the �xpoints of W that satisfy

total [VGRS90].

The next lemma shows that unsupported sets are essentially a generalization of unfounded sets to

arbitrary domains.
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Lemma 5.1: Let dca , the domain closure axiom, hold. Then U is an unfounded set with respect to (S; ~S)

if and only if U is an unsupported set with respect to (S; ~S).

Proof: This is a matter of checking the de�nitions. Let a rule body be

Bi(x) = _
j
9yj ^

k
Ljk(x; yj)

Its dual is

~Bi(x) = ^
j
8yj _

k

~Ljk(x; yj)

Suppose U is unfounded. The domain closure axiom forces 8yj in ~Bi to range only over ground Herbrand

terms. For x = a and yj = bj , the witness of unusability causes some ~Ljk [q=S; ~q=( ~S[U)] to evaluate to true,

and there is one witness for each conjunct j.

Suppose U is unsupported. Then for each qi(a) 2 U , the body ~Bi(a) must be true, so each conjunct j

must be true, so for all terms bj some literal ~Ljk [q=S; ~q=( ~S [ U)](a; bj) must be true. Whichever literal is

true is the witness of unusability. For example, if the literal is ~qm(c) and c 2 Um, it meets condition 2; other

cases meet condition 1.

Now we can formulate an axiom to require that all unsupported sets are contained in corresponding tilde

relations. This is the \common sense" axiom that we believe captures the intention of circumscription more

accurately than the usual relation-minimization axioms.

De�nition 5.3: Let P be a given logic program with generic rule q(x)  B(x). The well-supported set

axiom is:

wellsup(R; ~R) def
= 8U [unsup(U;R; ~R))! (U � ~R)]

In words, for a \set of beliefs" (R; ~R) to be well-supported, any unsupported set U with respect to (R; ~R)

must be contained in ~R.

We can now state certain relationships between the wellsup axiom and stable and well-founded models.

Theorem 5.2: Let a dualized (possibly augmented) program be given, and append the domain closure

axiom, and the axiom wellsup(q; ~q). The logical consequences of the resulting set of axioms, which is

(P; ~P;CET;wellsup(q; ~q); dca), agree with the well-founded dualized model in the sense that a ground atom

is in the well-founded dualized model if and only if it is a logical consequence of the axioms.

Proof: The domain closure axiom allows us to restrict attention to Herbrand models. Suppose (R; ~R) is the

well-founded dualized model. By its de�nition [VGRS90], ~R is the union of all sets U that are unfounded

with respect to (R; ~R). By Lemma 5.1 all such U are unsupported, so the axiom wellsup(R; ~R) holds. Thus

the well-founded dualized model is an upper bound on the set of atoms that are logical consequences. Let

(S; ~S) be any Herbrand model that satis�es wellsup(q; ~q). Being a model, we have B(S; ~S) � S, and by the

wellsup axiom ~U(S; ~S) � ~S (recall De�nition 5.2 for ~U and W). Thus (S; ~S) is a pre�xpoint of W, so is a

superset of the well-founded dualized model.

Theorem 5.3: Let a dualized program be given, and append the domain closure axiom, the totality axiom,

the disjointness axiom, and the axiom wellsup(q; ~q). The models of the resulting set of axioms, which is
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(P; ~P;CET; disjoint ; total ;wellsup(q; ~q); dca), are precisely the stable models of the original program (with

~q corresponding to :q).

Proof: It is suÆcient to prove that all models are �xpoints ofW, and all �xpoints ofW that satisfy totality

and disjointness are models. If (R; ~R) is a �xpoint of W, the wellsup axiom holds, as argued in the previous

theorem. It easily follows that (R; ~R) is a model of the whole formula.

Now suppose (R; ~R) is a model, implying that B[q=R; ~q= ~R] � R. If U def
= R�B[q=R; ~q= ~R] is nonempty,

then we claim it is an unsupported set w.r.t. (S; ~S). By totality and disjointness, ~B is true just where B is

false (and vice versa), so U � ~B[q=R; ~q= ~R]. So De�nition 5.1 holds by monotonicity of ~B, and the claims

follows. Consequently, B[q=R; ~q= ~R] = R (or disjointness would be violated). Similarly, wellsup(R; ~R) implies

that ~U(R; ~R) � ~R. If it is a proper subset, there is a nonempty set S � ~R such that S � B[q=R; ~q= ~R] = R

as well, again violating disjointness. So ~U(R; ~R) = ~R, and (R; ~R) is a �xpoint of W.

Perhaps the most important observation about these theorems is that they add the domain closure axiom

dca to ensure the connection between the logical consequences and the existing model-based de�nitions in

the literature. However, dca seems to be unrelated to the common sense and autoepistemic properties that

the wellsup axiom is attempting to enforce, so it is natural to wonder if it is necessary or even desirable. It

was included in the hypotheses of the theorems to facilitate the proofs.

The next examples demonstrate that the logical consequences of (P; ~P;CET;wellsup(q; ~q); aug) (without

dca) often characterize the well-founded dualized model. Here q denotes the vector of predicates that actually

occur in the example.

Example 5.1: Consider the dualized program

p(x) (x = s(a)) _ 9y [(x = s(y) ^ p(y)]

n(x) ~p(x)

d 9y [p(y) ^ n(s(y))]

~p(x) (x 6= s(a)) ^ 8y [(x 6= s(y) _ ~p(y)]

~n(x) p(x)

~d 8y [~p(y) _ ~n(s(y))]

Intuitively, p identi�es successors of a, where s denotes immediate successor; n identi�es the complement of

p; and d \asks" whether there is a y that is a successor of a such that s(y) is not a successor of a; we expect

the answer to be \no", but let us see.

Clearly, p(sk(a)) are logical consequences, for k � 1, so ~n(sk(a)) are, as well. Also, CET implies

8y [a 6= s(y)], so ~p(a) and n(a) are logical consequences. (Augmenting the program has no signi�cant

e�ect here, as ~p(t) is derived for any term t containing augmentation symbols.) The minimum Herbrand

model excludes d and other ground atoms for p, ~p, n, ~n, besides those mentioned. Only the status of ~d

remains in doubt: it holds in all Herbrand models, but what about others?

If we add a copy of the integers (positive and negative) to the Herbrand universe, and interpret s as

normal successor on them, we can construct a model in which ~d is false. We make p(x) and ~p(x) false for all

the integers (possible because every integer is the successor of some integer).

Kunen's theorem [Kun87, Theorem 6.3] also tells us that ~d is not a logical consequence: for each �nite

stage k there are some y's for which ~n(s(y)) has not been derived yet, so ~d is not in �!.
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If we add the axiom wellsup(q; ~q), then ~d is a logical consequence. To see this, let U = (Up; Un; Ud),

where Up(x) holds for all \non-Herbrand" elements, Un and Ud are empty. Then Up is unsupported w.r.t.

(;; ;), as can be veri�ed by substituting Up for ~p in the body of the rule for ~p. Thus ~p and n must hold for

all \non-Herbrand" elements of any model, which is suÆcient to force ~d to hold.

This development follows a standard pattern: p is de�ned by a positive existential induction, so

wellsup(q; ~q) forces everything not in the inductive closure to be in ~p, including non-Herbrand elements.

To summarize, ~d does not hold in the Kunen semantics, but does hold in the well-founded semantics

without requiring dca . It holds in the Fitting semantics just because of dca , and it holds in the Clark

semantics because of total . The program is strati�ed, so the well-founded dualized model is the unique

stable model [VGRS90].

Example 5.2: This example examines an induction that is positive, but contains universal quanti�cation.

To introduce 8z it is necessary in our syntax to \transfer" the rule for w through ~u.

w(x)  ~u(x)

u(x) 9z [e(z; x) ^ ~w(z)]

p(x) (x = s(a)) _ 9y [(x = s(y) ^ p(y)]

e(x; y) p(x) ^ ((y = s(x)) _ (y = a))

~w(x) u(x)

~u(x) 8z [~e(z; x) _ w(z)]

~p(x) (x 6= s(a)) ^ 8y [(x 6= s(y) _ ~p(y)]

~e(x; y) ~p(x) _ ((y 6= s(x)) ^ (y 6= a))

Intuitively, e is an in�nite directed graph in which every node sk(a), k � 1, has an edge to sk+1(a) and an

edge to a. The rule for p is the same as in the previous example, identifying the nodes that have out-edges.

The predicate w is intended to de�ne the well-founded nodes of this graph, that is, the nodes from which

there is no in�nite descending chain.

The question is whether w(a) is a logical consequence of this dualized program. By stages, we \discover"

w(s(a)), w(s2(a)), : : :, but at each �nite stage there is some z = sk(a) such that w(z) has not been discovered

yet. Clearly, neither does ~e(z; a) hold for this z, so ~u(a) and w(a) are not derived at any �nite stage. It

follows by Kunen's theorem that w(a) is not a logical consequence.

Again, a counter model is constructed by adding the integers to the Herbrand universe, with s the

normal immediate successor function. As in the previous example, it is consistent to make ~p false on all

non-Herbrand elements. This done, ~e(x; a) and ~e(x; s(x)) may be false for all non-Herbrand x. So ~u and w

may be made false for all non-Herbrand elements and for a. It is possible for this model to satisfy total by

just adding the necessary positive atoms.

Just as in the previous example, the addition of the axiom wellsup(q; ~q) forces ~p(x) to hold for non-

Herbrand x in all models, and so ~e(x; a) holds for all such x. It follows in a few steps that w(a) is a logical

consequence. As before, augmentation makes no material di�erence.

To summarize, w(a) is not supported by Kunen's semantics or Clark's semantics, as non-Herbrand models

exist in which it is false. The addition of dca makes it true in Fitting's semantics, and wellsup(q; ~q) without

dca also does the job. The program is not strati�ed, but the well-founded dualized model satis�es total , so

it is the unique stable model.
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Example 5.3: The next program is one in which the augmentation rule does make a di�erence; it is a more

elaborate version of the dualized program of Example 3.1:

p(x) e(x) ^ 9v d(v; x)

d(v; x) ~g(v; x)

g(v; x) (v = x) _ g(v; s(x))

e(x) (x = a)

~p(x) ~e(x) _ 8v ~d(v; x)

~d(v; x) g(v; x)

~g(v; x) (v 6= x) ^ ~g(v; s(x))

~e(x) (x 6= a)

Intuitively, g(v; x) means v = sk(x) for some k � 0. Thus g(v; a) and ~d(v; a) are true for all v in the

Herbrand universe of the unaugmented program. As before, neither p(a) nor ~p(a) is a logical consequence of

just (P; ~P;CET). Addition of wellsup(q; ~q) does not change things: p(a) holds in non-Herbrand models and

~p(a) holds in Herbrand models. However, if dca is added (with or without wellsup(q; ~q)), then ~p(a) holds in

all models. This demonstrates that dca can make a di�erence to an unaugmented program with the wellsup

axiom. We shall see that augmentation nulli�es this di�erence.

In the augmented program, it turns out that one extra symbol is enough; let us denote it $ for simplicity.

(Alternatively, think of $ as representing a$ or any ground term whose principal functor is f$.)

With aug added, ~p(a) is not a logical consequence, even if dca is also added. But what about p(a)? We

observe that the rule for ~g is recursive with no base case, so no atoms for ~g or d will ever be derived (even

trans�nitely), and neither will p(a).

This is another case where the complement of the inductive closure does not show up in the tilde relation

without the \encouragement" of wellsup(q; ~q). The unsupported set of interest is Ug($; s
k(a)) for k � 0.

Substituting this for ~g in its own rule body veri�es that the resulting formula is true for all tuples (S; sk(a)),

as required. So ~g($; sk(a)) for k � 0 is required to hold in all models that satisfy wellsup(q; ~q); in particular,

~g($; a), d($; a), and p(a) hold. This outcome did not require dca .

This time the semantics of Clark, Fitting, and Kunen agree that p(a) is not supported in the augmented

program. Only the well-founded semantics �nds p(a) to be true. The program is strati�ed, so the well-

founded dualized model is the unique stable model.

In all the examples we have studied, if aug and wellsup(q; ~q) are added to the dualized program, then

dca has no e�ect on which Herbrand atoms are logical consequences. We conjecture that this is always the

case.

Conjecture 5.4: Let a dualized, augmented program be given, and append the axiom wellsup(q; ~q). The

logical consequences of the resulting set of axioms, which is (P; ~P;CET;wellsup(q; ~q); aug), agree with the

well-founded dualized model in the sense that a ground atom is in the well-founded dualized model if and

only if it is a logical consequence of the axioms.
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6 Future Work

The natural (and open) questions concern variations of well-founded and stable semantics that are less closely

tied to the Herbrand universe:

1. What sort of semantics are given by the logical consequences of the dualized program plus wellsup(q; ~q)

without the additional restriction enforced by dca? In most practical cases, we expect this to be the

same as the well-founded semantics.

2. Besides removing dca , suppose we augment the program or require an in�nite \unknown" domain in

analogy with the di�erence between Fitting and Kunen semantics? Again, we expect this to be usually

the same as the well-founded semantics of the augmented program. In fact, we have found no example

where dca makes a di�erence on an augmented program.

3. The corresponding questions about stable semantics.

4. In general, semantics with second order axioms are not recursively enumerable. Can reasonable classes

of programs be identi�ed that allow the second order axiom to be replaced by a �rst order axiom, and

thereby drop the complexity to r.e.? This question has been studied in connection with traditional

circumscription [Lif85, Kri88, KP88b].

5. Procedurally, it seems necessary to label atoms \unde�ned" in the course of query answering in the

well-founded semantics [Ros89]. Should the language of logic programming be extended to allow the

user to state unde�ned(p(x)) explicitly as a goal?
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